PROSPECTIVE NETWORK
PROVIDERS
Executive Summary
A “Network Provider” invests in wireless infrastructure (a tower and
network equipment), physically maintains his network and his clients’
connections, and signs up new clients on his network. Revenue is
created when a user connects to this tower and uses it to access the
Internet or uses a VoIP telephone across it, and additional revenue is
created by doing client installations. Every single function other than
those described above is handled in full by Jenny Wireless, and this
document describes the answers to 3 main questions:
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What is my Investment?
What is a Wireless ISP?
A wireless ISP (Internet Service Provider) is a business that supplies
high speed Internet to companies and consumers using a wireless
connection, which is normally broadcast from a tower (or other high
site).
These wireless ISP’s are often small, independent businesses that
run entirely autonomously and grow organically over time, especially
in rural areas.
The local demand for Internet access is exceptional, and service
offerings are growing at a much slower pace than the demand for
these services. Different offerings have different advantages and
disadvantages, and some areas have a range of services to choose
from.
The question about which service to use, is usually a case of which
“last mile” delivery method is most efficient and cost effective for the
client. The “last mile” means the method of physically providing the
data from the nearest interconnect point to the end-customer. In the
case of dial-up, ADSL, and ISDN, physical cables have to be
installed and maintained, and in the case of 3G, a mobile device is
able to access the Internet anywhere within range of a tower. Each
solution has its advantages and disadvantages and different players
dominate different sections of the market.
A wireless ISP’s last mile offering is neither wired nor mobile, but is
in effect a tower (called a high site) that transmits a line-of sight,
wireless signal to a fixed receiver at the user’s home or office
(Called a CPE or Consumer Premises Equipment). This has
various advantages: Its low setup cost, its immunity to cable theft
allowing a greater reliability for the services provided over this
connection, it also includes telephone services such as VoIP (Voice
over Internet Protocol) as an alternative to a traditional line.
The Wireless ISP solution is growing rapidly as it requires a fraction
of the cost of other wireless or fixed line technologies to set up, and
thus allows even a small ISP to potentially make an existence.
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Newly erected, 24m tower in
Nquthu busy being maintained.
This tower connects to another
tower 85km away to access a
Fibre connection.

“The local demand for
Internet access is
exceptional, and service
offerings are growing at a
slower pace than the
demand for these
services.”

What does a wireless site look like?
Case Study:
Charles Nyezi, a small
businessman from
Northern Natal, was able
to erect a complete and
autonomous 24m tower in
the rural area of Nquthu.
Please see part 3 of this
document for further
information on the full case
study.

The site normally consists of a tower between 10m-25m in height, and has
to be within a relatively unobstructed line of sight of its customers. This
tower can have an effective range of around 30 km if the site is of sufficient
height, and has the potential to serve hundreds of clients. Other high sites,
such as tall buildings and church towers are also utilised for transmissions,
as the transmission equipment remains comparatively similar.
The high site houses all the equipment required to transmit and receive
data, and in cases where the high site or tower doesn’t have access to
electricity; the site is powered by an array of solar panels and batteries.
The relatively low expense of setting up a high site is one of the reasons
why wireless ISP’s have sprung up so freely in the last couple of years (for
details on the costs involved, see case Study on left).
With such a low start up cost, the potential return on investment is
substantial, especially in areas that are poorly serviced by other
technologies such as 3G and ADSL, which is the case in most rural areas.
Revenue is created by signing up and servicing customers who access the
Internet through this tower, and the cost of the initial investment remains
relatively stable, ensuring a high potential Return on Investment if a
supplier can service enough clients effectively.
However, this is unfortunately not the full story…

What does running a wireless ISP entail?
Below is an illustration of the Value Chain of a typical wireless Internet Service Provider. When a new
wireless provider starts out, about 50% of its time and expenses go into the top half of the value chain
(Called the “Local” activities), and the other 50% of its time and expenses go into the bottom half (Called the
“Leverage” activities).

The Value Chain for a Wireless ISP
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However, as soon as an ISP starts growing past a certain amount of users, the bottom half of the value chain
(Called the “Leverage” activities) becomes excessively complex and begins consuming a disproportionate
amount of time and money to maintain and grow (eventually up to 90% of time and expenses). This
ultimately becomes so stifling that it makes it impossible for a small
wireless provider to grow past a certain point, and they stagnate
“As soon as an ISP starts
financially and eventually die, with few exceptions.
This has become a nearly insurmountable problem for small wireless
providers. The reasons for this failure are as follows:
- Customer support requires dedicated and trained staff, and
clients expect to be able to contact a call centre after hours.
- A wireless transmission license (ECNS license) is expensive and
not readily available, and while small networks often flaunt this
law, this becomes impossible as the network grows, and
networks can be shut down and their equipment seized by the
authorities with no prior warning.
- All billing functions take a disproportionate amount of man-hours.
Banking fees eat into profits, as does licensing fees and bad
debts. Several staff members are later needed just to keep the
admin function ticking along.
- Marketing becomes expensive and further eats into already thin
margins
- Small players have no possibility of bulk bandwidth discounts and
correspondingly cannot compete with the bigger players, the
industry in consolidating into bigger suppliers at a rapid pace.
- The technical demands of the “leveraged functions” (hosting
servers, setting up routers, allocating and managing IP
addresses, doing backups, configuring and upgrading clients)
differ entirely from the technical requirements of maintaining the
equipment and high site, and staff members with different skills
and qualifications need to be employed just to manage these
functions.
- Any additional services such as VoIP telephony requires
additional skills and expertise, greater network reliability and
additional licenses, which a smaller player often cannot manage
or incorporate.
Thus even after everything starts out rosy, every single small ISP
eventually and insurmountably hits this wall, at which point they
either stagnate or die.

Maybe there is another solution…
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growing past a certain amount of
users, the leverage portion of its
expenses (illustrated below)
start growing disproportionately,
causing it to become
unprofitable, to stagnate, and
die… this has become a nearly
insurmountable problem for
small wireless providers.”

What can I expect?
Is there a way to split these responsibilities?
What if it was possible to split these disparate functions, i.e. the “Local” functions and
the “Leveraged” functions, into separately managed responsibilities?
What would this look like? The first effect would be that the “local” set of functions, hereinafter referred to as
“Network Provider” functions, becomes a separate core competency, where the focus would be on the
following:
1. Capital outlay and ownership of the high site and network equipment
2. Maintenance and upkeep of the high site and network equipment
3. Doing installations for extra revenue at clients’ premises
4. Procuring new clients on their local network
This would make the business vastly simpler, and managing such a business could be done at a fraction of
the cost. Ultimately, it would lessen the costs and requirements in time, staff requirements, and the technical
expertise necessary for running such an operation becomes substantially less specialised.
If only it was possible to split these functions… or is it?

Doing such a split in responsibilities (as envisioned above) would require the “Leverage” parts of the value
chain of an ISP (Called hereinafter the “Network Management Functions”) to have to be fulfilled by another
party… preferably one that is able to indeed leverage these functions somehow.
But these Network Management Functions, as has already been established, is an exceedingly complex set
of responsibilities, requiring immense systems and hefty economies of scale…
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The Solution
What is the solution?
In the standard wireless ISP model, sets of independent network providers each attempt to fulfil the roles of a
wireless ISP separately, with all its associated problems, difficulties, complexities, and staff requirements.
There are no cooperation advantages, economies of scale, nor real possibility of growth for ISP’s using this
model.
However, when Network Providers become Jenny Wireless Network Provider, they gain access to a plethora
of advantages and competencies other wireless ISP’s cannot begin to compete with.
Because Jenny Wireless has nearly perfected the background
services performed by and ISP, their model allows them to specialise
in the Network Management functions as their core competency.
They handle this function expertly, and this in turn leads to an ease
and simplicity in the Network Provider’s functions that no other
participant in the market can boast. When a Network Provider
switches the management of its network to Jenny and becomes a
Jenny Wireless Network Provider, they offload the problematic and
complex Network Management functions that are, traditionally, the
primary reasons for failure in small Wireless Providers' businesses.
Network Providers become Jenny Wireless Providers, thereby
leveraging their growth and expansion capabilities while
simultaneously simplifying and streamlining their businesses, and
creating additional sources of revenue. This in turn allows them a
vastly enhanced return on investment compared to the standard
model.
The standard wireless ISP model

“Network Providers become
Jenny Wireless Network
Providers, thereby leveraging
their growth and expansion
possibilities while
simultaneously simplifying and
streamlining their businesses,
and creating additional sources
of revenue. This in turn allows
them a vastly enhanced return
on investment compared to the
standard model.”

The Jenny Wireless Model
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How are these problems solved?
Jenny Wireless’s success can be
traced back to its systems, and its
core competencies can be broken
into 3 broad categories:
1. Backend Systems
2. Staff and Technical
3. Commercial Advantages

1.

Backend Systems

Jenny’s core and inimitable competency lies in the
proprietary Jenny DFE system (Dealer Front End). The
Jenny DFE handles and simplifies every core function of an
ISP, and is a unique solution in the ISP market in Africa. No
other system so simply, competently, and completely
manages the background services of an ISP as soundly as
does the Jenny DFE.
2. Staff and Technical Advantages
Jenny employs a full time, fully staffed call centre that is utilised
by all its clients and network providers. Every member of the
call centre is highly trained and motivated, and with the DFE at
their disposal, each staff member has access to all the support,
technical and financial details required to assure stellar
customer support. This allows them to respond to client
queries effectively and swiftly. Call Centre staff have access to
advanced monitoring and CRM solutions, allowing them to
respond timorously to Network Providers as well as to end users.

A screenshot of the Jenny DFE, the
backend system that simplifies the
Network Management functions to
a core set of easily managed
activities and responsibilities. For
more information or a
demonstration of the Jenny DFE,
please see Addendum A.

The technical staff members are experienced and knowledgeable, and are dedicated exclusively to serving
Jenny Wireless’s Network Providers. This gives the Network Providers access to detailed best practices for
setting up and maintaining their networks, and the full advantages and support of 24 hour external monitoring
on their networks. Training is also provided by Jenny Wireless as part of the service to Network Providers.
3. Commercial Advantages
There are two major commercial advantages that Jenny enjoys over smaller players: Its size and marketing
advantages. Its size allows it, among other things, to negotiate bulk bandwidth discounts, which allows the
Network Providers greater profit margins on bandwidth supply, without increasing their costs. Because
Jenny is also a holder of both ECN and ECNS licenses, this advantage is also transferred to each of its
Network Providers, ensuring that they comply with all regulatory requirements, and allowing them to offer
additional services such as VoIP telephony over their networks. The Marketing advantage allows every
Network Provider to instantly become part of a national marketing framework and a massive dealer network
selling a recognised brand on their behalf; a great advantage to Network Providers, as it increases their
client base at no cost and with no effort.
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What does that mean for me?
So why should you be excited about becoming a Jenny Wireless Network Provider?
4 Reasons you should be excited:
Greater Growth – Because your costs and efforts are now focussed solely on “network providing” functions, it allows
you scope for nearly unlimited network growth in your area. The lack of complexity, and the scalability of the Jenny
Wireless model, truly abolishes the bottlenecks that would normally halt your progress towards building a bigger, more
profitable, and more sustainable network.
Greater Simplicity – Because of Jenny Wireless’s mastery of network management, your functions as Network
Provider are greatly simplified, and your requirements in time, capital and staff are vastly reduced. You are able to run a
lean and profitable business from the start, and the complexities don’t start piling up when your business starts growing,
as would normally have been the case with the traditional model.
Greater Return on Investment – This solution allows you an infinitely greater ROI in your two most important
variables, your time and your money. It lowers your investment requirements in time, start-up capital, running capital,
knowledge requirement and lowers the eventual complexity of the business altogether.
Time – This point needs to be stressed separately. Being a Jenny Wireless Network Provider saves you exponentially
more time in running your business effectively and profitably. All your time can be spent on revenue growing activities,
as opposed to spending your time on killing fires and on a mountain of admin functions, as is normally the case for a
standard wireless ISP.
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Main advantages in Network Management functions for a Jenny Wireless
Provider:
Customer Support – With a full time, fully trained call centre; Jenny Wireless is able to
provide the level of customer support that end users have come to expect from a premium
wireless provider. By making the most of the Jenny DFE, the call centre has detailed
information on every client and every service at their fingertips, and is able to expedite
client queries to ensure instant resolutions after just a single request. Through an
integrated CRM solution in the DFE, there are no gaps in the error reporting procedures
and all issues are handled promptly and monitored closely.

Billing – The Jenny DFE has grown so
comprehensively in its billing function, that billing runs
and invoicing which used to take several staff members
days and weeks to complete, are done in a matter of
seconds. Gone are the days when it was still
necessary for a Network Provider to produce invoices
for each of his clients. Monthly billing for a Jenny
Network Provider really has become so simple, that the
Network Provider only creates a single invoice in a
month: his sole invoice to Jenny Wireless.

Marketing – Jenny has a substantial marketing
leverage through its strong branding, and a growing
national dealer network. Clients have come to
recognise the brand, and rely on the premium service
associated with it. Additionally, dealers and network
providers have access to vast marketing resources via
the Jenny Marketing website.

Bandwidth Supply – The magnitude of Jenny’s
operations enables it to gain access to, and secure,
massive bandwidth capacity and bulk discounts. These
advantages are then directed downstream to all the
Network Providers.

Main advantages in Network
Management functions

Technical – The Jenny DFE was built from the ground up to be the perfect system for the
wireless ISP arena. It allows the simplification of the Network Provider’s responsibilities to such
an extent that a Jenny Network Provider is truly able to focus exclusively on his four primary
tasks (highlighted earlier), and it becomes the foundation on which his entire network relies. IP
address allocation, router setup, backups, and client configurations are all done by Jenny
Wireless. This confers the advantage of vastly lowered complexities and costs compared to the
normal requirements of a traditional Wireless Network Provider, and allows for a truly lean
operation.

Miscellaneous – Jenny Wireless is a premium provider of value added services such as VoIP
telephony, and this correspondingly allows the Network Providers to offer this premium (and
profitable) service over his network to all his clients. This means additional revenue possibilities
and premium business clients. This normally complex and daunting service (VoIP) is handled by
Jenny with such deft, that it has become as simple as just plugging in and configuring a VoIP
phone at the client’s premises, with all the technical aspects handled by Jenny in the background.
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Additional advantages for the Network Provider in his 4 core functions:
In addition to all the advantages listed on the previous page, there are additional advantages for a Jenny
Network Provider with regards to his 4 main responsibilities:

Infrastructure Investment – Jenny guides the Network Provider concerning planning, budgeting, setup
and support functions for his new Wireless Network. Jenny provides the Network Provider with industry
best practices and standards to assure that it can deliver the premium service that Jenny Wireless clients
have come to expect.

New Installations – Jenny offers full training for the Network
Provider’s new and existing staff on every aspect of client
installations, setup and support. The Jenny call centre also
remains one of the backbones for the Network Provider’s
service offering.

Maintenance – The Jenny DFE has automatic reporting and
notification features, that informs the Network Provider not just
on the detailed performance of his network, but will inform him
immediately and automatically by sms if anything goes wrong
on his network. Additionally, it is able to contact all clients
connected to this network informing them of any network
failures, and this effort alone alleviates one of the biggest
reasons for disgruntlement in end users.

New client procurement – As a final, and quite significant

Additional Advantages for the Network Provider
in its 4 core business functions.

“Jenny Wireless’s
model allows me to
be financially
successful, to make a
realistic profit. They
recognize that
nobody is in business
to break even.”

cherry on top of this offering, Jenny’s expansive and growing
network of Dealers sign up clients on behalf of the Network
Providers across the country. This is one of the most significant
advantages of any wireless provider becoming a Jenny
Wireless Provider, as he literally gets new users on his network
“for free” and without effort.

“Jenny Wireless sees me as
an important part of their value
chain. They recognise my
advantages in local delivery
and find me important enough
to do everything in their power
to make sure I am successful.
My success as Network
Provider is their success”
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“Jenny Wireless
allows me to service
my clients better
than I possibly can
on my own, even
while doing so with
less staff.”

What do I have to do?

So let’s get real:
You might be asking why Jenny would need you as Network Provider at all if they are
able to manage a wireless network better than any other player in the market?
The answer: Some things are just done better by locally sourced suppliers.
A local supplier is better able to:
1. Negotiate and source property for a high site from his local community,
2. Physically install and maintain a tower and hardware,
3. Install equipment at the end user’s premises, and
4. Sign up new clients in his local market.
Jenny Wireless is expanding throughout Africa, and is looking for representation in every
major centre in South Africa. We understand the importance and value of local network
suppliers in achieving this expansion objective, and have developed a complete
framework to allow them to compete successfully in their local markets. This
commitment to Network Providers shines through in the unsurpassed network payout
structures and allows for an incomparable Return on Investment
But let’s turn the tables around… you, either as an individual or as a company, need to
demonstrate why you would be able to fulfil your role as a Jenny Wireless Network
Provider to us, so that we can assure that you would be able to provide the premium
service that is associated with the Jenny Brand. To do so, we will need some information
on you, your business and your future plans.
-

Are you entrepreneurially minded?

-

Can you work with passion and under pressure?

Jenny Africa is looking for dedicated, energetic entrepreneurs and investors to help us “connect
Africa to the world.”
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“I’m sold, I want to be a Jenny Network Provider”
Whether you are a current network owner or a new potential investor, do not hesitate to contact the
Marketing Manager, Rolf Stucky, at rolf@jenny.co.za or 082 095 2439 for a consultation and demonstration.
Alternatively, you can contact the national call centre at 086 145 3669. You will be guided through all the
steps necessary to become a Jenny Wireless Network Provider quickly and effectively.

“I would like a little more information before I make my choice”
You can access more information either on the Jenny website or by contacting rolf@jenny.co.za. Documents
that might help ease you into your decision include the following:
1.

The Nquthu Case Study – A case study on how a small businessman from a rural village in Northern
Natal was able to start as a Jenny Network Provider from scratch using a Enterprise Development
Grant from Mercedes Benz. Find it at www.jenny.co.za

2. Network Provider ROI case study – A case study on Jenny Network Providers who have made a
success in their investment, both as new investor startups and as existing networks adopting Jenny
Wireless. Find it at www.jenny.co.za
Additionally, it is highly recommended that you request a virtual demonstration of the Jenny DFE (see below),
please contact Rolf Stucky at rolf@jenny.co.za to set up an appointment for a DFE demonstration.

“I would like to see a demonstration of the Jenny DFE first”
If you would like to experience the Jenny DFE first hand, please contact rolf@jenny.co.za to set up an
appointment for a DFE demonstration.
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